**CANDIDATES FOR PARTISAN OFFICES**

**REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS**
**TWO-YEAR TERM**

**DISTRICT 1**
- Bakari, Kamau **IAP**
- Charles, Richard "Ricardo Carlos" **LIB**
- Teijeiro, Annette **REP**
- Titus, Dina **DEM**

**DISTRICT 3**
- Bilbray, Erin **DEM**
- Goossen, David **IND**
- Heck, Joe **REP**
- Kimmick, Randy **LIB**
- St. John, Steven **IND**

**DISTRICT 4**
- Best, Russell **IAP**
- Brown, Steve **LIB**
- Hardy, Crescent **REP**
- Horsford, Steven A. **DEM**

**GOVERNOR**
**FOUR-YEAR TERM**
- Goodman, Robert "Bob" **DEM**
- Sandoval, Brian **REP**
- VanDerBeek, David Lory **IAP**
- None of These Candidates

**LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
**FOUR-YEAR TERM**
- Flores, Lucy **DEM**
- Hutchison, Mark **REP**
- Little, Mike **IAP**
- None of These Candidates
SECRETARY OF STATE
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Cegavske, Barbara K.    REP
Marshall, Kate    DEM
None of These Candidates

STATE TREASURER
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Cave, Kress K.    IAP
Schwartz, Dan    REP
Wallin, Kim    DEM
None of These Candidates

STATE CONTROLLER
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Jones, Tom    IAP
Knecht, Ron    REP
Martin, Andrew    DEM
None of These Candidates

ATTORNEY GENERAL
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Hansen, Jonathan J.    IAP
Laxalt, Adam Paul    REP
Miller, Ross    DEM
None of These Candidates

STATE SENATE
FOUR-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT 2
Baker, Louis J.    IAP
Denis, Mo    DEM

DISTRICT 8
Farley, Patricia    REP
Kamerath, Jon    IAP
Loop, Marilyn Dondero    DEM

DISTRICT 9
Harris, Becky    REP
Jones, Justin    DEM

DISTRICT 10
Kihuen, Ruben    DEM
Uehling, Ed    LIB
STATE SENATE (continued)
FOUR-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT 12
Hardy, Joe REP

DISTRICT 20
Lowry, Teresa DEM
Roberson, Michael REP

DISTRICT 21
Manendo, Mark DEM
McGinnis, Ron L. REP

STATE ASSEMBLY
TWO-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT 1
Baum, Roger "OZ" REP
Kirkpatrick, Marilyn DEM

DISTRICT 2
Hambrick, John REP
Maimbourg, A.J. IAP

DISTRICT 3
Araujo, Nelson DEM
Marquez, Jesus REP

DISTRICT 4
Fiore, Michele REP
Hinton, Jeff DEM

DISTRICT 5
Nelson, Erv REP
Strasser, Jerri D. DEM

DISTRICT 6
Munford, Harvey J. DEM

DISTRICT 7
Leavitt, Brent REP
Neal, Dina DEM

DISTRICT 8
Frierson, Jason DEM
Moore, John REP
STATE ASSEMBLY (continued)
TWO-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT 9
Gardner, David M.  REP
Yeager, Steve  DEM

DISTRICT 10
Holder, Jesse "Jake"  DEM
Shelton, Shelly M.  REP

DISTRICT 11
Diaz, Olivia  DEM

DISTRICT 12
Ohrenschall, James  DEM
Warren, Troy  IAP

DISTRICT 13
Anderson, Paul  REP
Kramar, Christine Lynn  DEM

DISTRICT 14
Carlton, Maggie  DEM
Yarbrough, Matthew  REP

DISTRICT 15
Anderson, Elliot T.  DEM
Donlon, Benjamin  REP
Juarez, Roberto S.  LIB

DISTRICT 16
Swank, Heidi  DEM

DISTRICT 17
Little, Patricia "Pat"  IAP
Mendez, Patrick  REP
Thompson, Tyrone  DEM

DISTRICT 18
Beaulieu, Amy  DEM
Carrillo, Richard  DEM

DISTRICT 19
Edwards, Chris  REP
Hendon, Donald Wayne  LIB
Zygadlo, James  DEM
STATE ASSEMBLY (continued)
TWO-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT 20
Linton, Carol      REP
Spiegel, Ellen      DEM

DISTRICT 21
Armstrong, Derek W.      REP
Eisen, Andy      DEM
Sanacore, Adam-John      LIB

DISTRICT 22
Lalley, Leroy T.      IAP
Stewart, Lynn      REP

DISTRICT 23
Woodbury, Melissa      REP

DISTRICT 28
Flores, Edgar R.      DEM

DISTRICT 29
Cohen, Lesley Elizabeth      DEM
Silberkraus, Stephen      REP

DISTRICT 34
Seaman, Victoria      REP
Smith, Meghan      DEM

DISTRICT 35
Healey, James      DEM
Jones, Brent A.      REP

DISTRICT 36
Oscarson, James      REP

DISTRICT 37
Duncan, Wesley      REP
Mackin, Gerald      DEM
Pombo, Lou      LIB

DISTRICT 41
Aizley, Paul      DEM
Dooling, Vicki      REP
STATE ASSEMBLY (continued)
TWO-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT 42
Bustamante Adams, Irene   DEM
Scheff, Howard   IAP

COUNTY COMMISSION
FOUR-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT E
Giunchigliani, Chris   DEM
Thibodeau, Joe   REP

DISTRICT F
Brager, Susan   DEM
Darrel, Lyal S.   IAP
Smith, Jason G.   LIB
Tracy, Mitchell T.   REP

DISTRICT G
Lake, Cindy   REP
Scow, Mary Beth   DEM

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Duensing, Jr., Raymond James "Jim"   LIB
Wolfson, Steve   DEM

COUNTY ASSESSOR
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Barnhill, Brad Lee   IAP
Hagan, Tim   LIB
Shafe, Michele W.   DEM

COUNTY CLERK
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Goya, Lynn   DEM
Hols, William   REP

COUNTY RECORDER
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Conway, Debbie   DEM
Hotchkiss, Don   REP
Johnson, Douglas "Tractor"   LIB
Maclean, Shannon C.   IAP
COUNTY TREASURER
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Fitzpatrick, Laura  DEM
Javornicky, Mike "doc"  REP

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Cahill, John J.  DEM
Klapproth, Ed  REP

CONSTABLE, BOULDER TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Hampe, Steve  REP

CONSTABLE, BUNKERVILLE TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Laub, Erik  DEM

CONSTABLE, GOODSPRINGS TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Derschan, Ken  DEM
Rogers, Gary P.  REP

CONSTABLE, HENDERSON TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Mitchell, Earl  REP
Watson, Terry  DEM

CONSTABLE, LAUGHLIN TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Ross, Jordan  REP

CONSTABLE, MESQUITE TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Thurston, Duane L.  REP

CONSTABLE, MOAPA TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Leavitt, Gary L.  REP

CONSTABLE, MOAPA VALLEY TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Frei, Leon S.  REP
CONSTABLE, NORTH LAS VEGAS TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Eliason, Robert L.    DEM
Martin, Jon     REP

CONSTABLE, SEARCHLIGHT TOWNSHIP
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Cochran, Jack     REP

CANDIDATES FOR NONPARTISAN OFFICES

JUSTICE OF SUPREME COURT
SIX-YEAR TERM

SEAT B
Pickering, Kristina
None of These Candidates

SEAT D
Gibbons, Mark
None of These Candidates

DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
SIX-YEAR TERM

DEPARTMENT 2
Scotti, Richard
Watkins, John G.

DEPARTMENT 3
Davidson, Michael D.
Herndon, Douglas W.

DEPARTMENT 4
Earley, Kerry Louise
Smith, Steve

DEPARTMENT 5
Ellsworth, Carolyn
Horne, William C.

DEPARTMENT 8
Guerci-Nyhus, Christine
Smith, Doug
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE (continued)
SIX-YEAR TERM

DEPARTMENT 14
Escobar, Adriana
Root, Michael

DEPARTMENT 19
Kephart, William "Bill"
Marcek, Cliff

DEPARTMENT 20
Perrino, Nicholas Anthony
Tao, Jerry

DEPARTMENT 22
Hafter, Jacob
Johnson, Susan

DEPARTMENT 23
Friedberg, Craig
Miley, Stefany A.

DEPARTMENT 24
Crockett, Jim
Hardy, Jr., Joe

DEPARTMENT 25
Connell, Sean P.
Delaney, Kathleen E.

DEPARTMENT 28
Bush, Susan
Israel, Ron

DEPARTMENT 30
Rugg, Jeffrey S.
Wiese, Jerry A.

DEPARTMENT 32
Bare, Rob
Tindall, Randall
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
FAMILY DIVISION
SIX-YEAR TERM

DEPARTMENT B
Marquis, Linda
Scalia, II, Joseph A.

DEPARTMENT C
Burton, Rebecca
Howard, Jr., John Hall "Jack"

DEPARTMENT D
Kurth, Jr., Robert
Teuton, Robert W. "Bob"

DEPARTMENT F
Gentile, Denise L.
Gonzalez, William "Bill"

DEPARTMENT H
Lyons, Keith
Ritchie, Art

DEPARTMENT I
Moss, Cheryl
Shetler, Travis

DEPARTMENT J
Hughes, Rena G.
Pollock, Kenneth E.

DEPARTMENT L
Elliott, Jennifer L.
Gaudet, Paul "Mitch"

DEPARTMENT M
Potter, William
Stuart, James

DEPARTMENT N
Harter, Mathew
Levy, Monti Jordana

DEPARTMENT P
Gibbs, Nathan
Pomrenze, Sandra L.
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE (continued)
FAMILY DIVISION
SIX-YEAR TERM

DEPARTMENT S
Ochoa, Vincent
Stoffel, Jason Patrick

DEPARTMENT T
Brown, Lisa M.
Maskall, Maria

REGENT, STATE UNIVERSITY
SIX-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT 2
Blakely, Robert J.
Hayes, Trevor

DISTRICT 3
Hurst, Tom
Page, Kevin J.

DISTRICT 5
Lieberman, Sam
Spirtos, Nick M.

TRUSTEE, CLARK COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
FOUR-YEAR TERM

DISTRICT D
Child, Kevin L.
Corbett, Steven “Stavan”

DISTRICT F
Edwards, Carolyn
Krauss, Ralph

DISTRICT G
Cranor, Erin Earlene
Spencer, Joe
MOAPA VALLEY WATER DISTRICT
FOUR-YEAR TERM
LOGANDALE
Carson, Scott Roy
Wheeler, Ryan N.

VIRGIN VALLEY WATER DISTRICT
MESQUITE
3 SEATS TO BE ELECTED
FOUR AND TWO YEAR TERMS TO BE DETERMINED BY DRAWING OF LOT
Ellestad, Barbara J.
Kepler, Larry John
Miller, Ted
Ramaker, Sandra
Smith, Robert "Bubba"

OVERTON POWER DISTRICT 4
BUNKERVILLE
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Bunker, Robert
Wilson, Michael F.

OVERTON POWER DISTRICT 5
MESQUITE
TWO – YEAR UNEXPIRED TERM
Pugh, Jim
Young, Mike

OVERTON POWER DISTRICT 6
MESQUITE
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Ballweg, David P.
Waite, Douglas P.

OVERTON POWER DISTRICT 7
AT LARGE
TWO – YEAR UNEXPIRED TERM
Hughes, Shawn Lyle
Hurd, Bill
Metz, Judy
Miller, Steven
SHERIFF
FOUR-YEAR TERM
Burns, Larry
Lombardo, Joe

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
LAS VEGAS, TOWNSHIP
DEPARTMENT 12
SIX- YEAR TERM
Kamalani, Marian Kahoiwai
Sullivan, Diana L.